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•• GeoGeo--steering fundamentals, the processsteering fundamentals, the process

•• Technical Hole Deviation (THD)Technical Hole Deviation (THD)

•• Fuzzy Logic for genuine steering guidanceFuzzy Logic for genuine steering guidance

•• Case studiesCase studies



GeoGeo--steering a horizontal well issteering a horizontal well is
geological interpretation at itsgeological interpretation at its

most stressful.most stressful.



The objective of geoThe objective of geo--steeringsteering
interpretation is to describe theinterpretation is to describe the

stratigraphicstratigraphic location of thelocation of the
wellborewellbore as drilling progresses.as drilling progresses.



“Geo“Geo--steering is like driving a car bysteering is like driving a car by
looking in the rear view mirror”looking in the rear view mirror”



Directional Drilling Service Company DisplayDirectional Drilling Service Company Display –– Lacks DetailLacks Detail



SpreadsheetSpreadsheet--based tools are widely used by industrybased tools are widely used by industry——
largely a drafting tool.largely a drafting tool.



WellSightWellSight SoftwareSoftware -- MudlogMudlog Display, still a drafting toolDisplay, still a drafting tool
Sample detail but LWD Gamma Ray difficult to interpretSample detail but LWD Gamma Ray difficult to interpret

LWD Gamma Ray



GeoGeo--steering Requirementssteering Requirements

•• DepthDepth--accurate formation evaluationaccurate formation evaluation
measurements acquired with Logging Whilemeasurements acquired with Logging While
Drilling (LWD) tools, gamma in the Rockies.Drilling (LWD) tools, gamma in the Rockies.

•• Type log (digital) from a nearby well orType log (digital) from a nearby well or
vertical pilot hole.vertical pilot hole.

•• Survey data from the directional drillingSurvey data from the directional drilling
service company.service company.

•• Software that performs the mathematicsSoftware that performs the mathematics
necessary to allow correlation between typenecessary to allow correlation between type
log and LWD data.log and LWD data.



340’ of measured depth LWD gamma ray data

Correlated to 12’ of relative stratigraphic
depth gamma ray data



THE PROCESSTHE PROCESS
Involves correlating LWD GR segmentsInvolves correlating LWD GR segments
sequentially. The segments representsequentially. The segments represent

3DStratBlocks3DStratBlocks

3DStratBlocks

3DStratBlock

3DStratBlock3DStratBlock——a planar surface thata planar surface that
defines the geologicdefines the geologic payzonepayzone markermarker

bed top (or base) over a finitebed top (or base) over a finite
measured depth range of themeasured depth range of the wellborewellbore
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Payzone Top is at RSD=0

Payzone Top

Type Log

Wellbore

Geosteering…LWD signal mapping (or correlating)Geosteering…LWD signal mapping (or correlating)



A B

Payzone Top is at RSD=0

Payzone Top

Wellbore

Type Log

Geosteering…LWD signal mapping (or correlating)Geosteering…LWD signal mapping (or correlating)





Change dip of 3DStratBlock to
resolve relative stratigraphic

thickness

Move TVD of 3DStratBlock to
resolve stratigraphic position



Take the interpretation to a newTake the interpretation to a new
level with Technical Holelevel with Technical Hole

Deviation (THD)Deviation (THD)



Technical Hole Deviation (THD)Technical Hole Deviation (THD)

•• Is the mathematical unification of plannedIs the mathematical unification of planned
versus actual directional well paths.versus actual directional well paths.

•• Quantifies how a well path differs fromQuantifies how a well path differs from
plan (in greater detail than serviceplan (in greater detail than service
company)company)

•• When combined with the geoWhen combined with the geo--steeringsteering
interpretation through Fuzzy Logicinterpretation through Fuzzy Logic
processing, genuine steering guidance isprocessing, genuine steering guidance is
provided.provided.



THD…since 2000THD…since 2000

•• Technical Hole DeviationTechnical Hole Deviation
(THD)(THD)

–– Quantifies how aQuantifies how a
directional well pathdirectional well path
differs from its planneddiffers from its planned
trajectorytrajectory

–– Accommodates any type ofAccommodates any type of
directional drilling; anydirectional drilling; any
planned well path profileplanned well path profile

•• Provides Log & Table formatsProvides Log & Table formats

•• Geometry OR GeoGeometry OR Geo--steersteer

•• No distortion like verticalNo distortion like vertical
section projectionsection projection



THD ComponentsTHD Components

THD

Component
Description

Deviation

"Sense"
Unit Order

Lineal

Deviation

Angular

Deviation

Verbal

Descriptor

msVD vertical deviation Vertical ft or m 1st X High/Low

RCVD
relative change in

vertical deviation
Vertical

ft/1000ft

or m/304.8m
2nd X Positive/Negative

msID inclinational deviation Vertical deg 1st X High/Low

RCID relative change in

inclinational deviation
Vertical

deg/100ft

or deg/30.48m
2nd X Positive/Negative

msHD horizontal deviation Horizontal ft or m 1st X Left/Right

RCHD
relative change in

horizontal deviation
Horizontal

ft/1000ft

or m/304.8m
2nd X Positive/Negative

msAD azimuthal deviation Horizontal deg 1st X High/Low

RCAD
relative change in

azimuthal deviation
Horizontal

deg/100ft

or deg/30.48m
2nd X Positive/Negative





Let’s Get Fuzzy…Let’s Get Fuzzy…

Fuzzy Logic, that isFuzzy Logic, that is



ProfessorProfessor LotfiLotfi A.A. ZadehZadeh

University of California, BerkeleyUniversity of California, Berkeley

Founder of Fuzzy Logic, first published in 1965Founder of Fuzzy Logic, first published in 1965



A type of logic that recognizesA type of logic that recognizes
more than simple true and falsemore than simple true and false
values. Fuzzy logic works with rangesvalues. Fuzzy logic works with ranges
of values that represent degrees ofof values that represent degrees of
truthfulness and falsehood; ittruthfulness and falsehood; it
resemblesresembles human logichuman logic..

Fuzzy LogicFuzzy Logic



For example, the statement,For example, the statement,
today is sunny, might be 100%today is sunny, might be 100%
true if there are no clouds, 80%true if there are no clouds, 80%
true if there are a few clouds,true if there are a few clouds,
50% true if it's hazy and 0% true50% true if it's hazy and 0% true
if it rains all day.if it rains all day.

Fuzzy LogicFuzzy Logic







Fuzzy Logic for SteeringFuzzy Logic for Steering——Utilizes THDUtilizes THD

PLANNED
PATH

ACTUAL
PATH

bit

bit

PLANNED
PATH

ACTUAL
PATH

IF [msVD] is <LOW>, AND
IF [RCVD] is <ZERO>,

THEN TFy should be <BUILD_SOFT>

IF [msVD] is <VERY HIGH>, AND
IF [RCVD] is <NEGATIVE BIG>,

THEN TFy should be <LEAVE_ALONE>

TVD



When THD data are combinedWhen THD data are combined
with the geowith the geo--steeringsteering

interpretation through Fuzzyinterpretation through Fuzzy
Logic processing, genuineLogic processing, genuine

steering guidance is provided.steering guidance is provided.



Steering GuidanceSteering Guidance
Input—is THDOutput—Steering Guidance



THD with Fuzzy Logic Steering
Guidance, both with and w/o

marker bed shows build

Starting here, THD with Fuzzy
Logic Steering guidance with
marker bed shows drop, w/o

shows build

Green dashed line is the “target” used in steering
guidance when marker bed is used



Case StudiesCase Studies



Email from wellsite geologist Jan 23, 2007

Good morning,

We bumped the inclination up last night, about 8:30 pm, to 93 deg.
The samples showed a drop in fluorescence and cut, which I decided
that we were low in zone. Well, low we were not, at MD 7771' - TVD
7223.3' - Incl 92.1 - VS 597.6 , the gamma log reached 140 API
units. The samples collected were 95-100% shale indicating that we
came out the top of zone. We are sliding on the low side and coming
back into zone.

Before geoBefore geo--steering software,steering software,
we were all cluelesswe were all clueless



Landing Out of Zone

Drop-----
DROP!

MD 7771’

“Post mortem”“Post mortem”



Several months later, same field,Several months later, same field,
next well, MD 9100…next well, MD 9100…

We’re high!! (technical
geosteering)

We’re low!!
(eye-balling)



Same field, several months later…Same field, several months later…

We wereWe were highhigh (geo(geo--
steering was correct),steering was correct),
blew out the topblew out the top



Possum
belly gate

open

Frozen Frozen

Another fieldAnother field ----
Gas confirms when in zoneGas confirms when in zone



Bruce took a nap!Bruce took a nap!
Inexperienced directionalInexperienced directional
hand shows uphand shows up

Gas confirms when in zoneGas confirms when in zone



Photo from Sunburst
Consulting Report, Robert
Tilden, 2/3/06

Recent horizontal drillingRecent horizontal drilling
program look backprogram look back

56 b/d1375’

65 b/d1000’

43 b/d825’

10 day moving
average after frac

Feet in zone



Yet another fieldYet another field ----
Technical geoTechnical geo--steering corroboratessteering corroborates

wellsitewellsite geologist callsgeologist calls
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